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ABSTRACT
Metamorphic testing could be a testing technique which will be wont to verify the practical correctness of
software within the absence of an ideal oracle. This paper extends metamorphic testing into a user-oriented
approach to software verification, validation, and quality assessment, and conducts giant scale empirical studies
with four major net search engines: Google, Bing, Chinese Bing, and Baidu. These search engines are terribly
tough to check and assess victimisation typical approaches because of the dearth of an objective and usually
recognized oracle. The results area unit helpful for each program developers and users, and demonstrate that
our approach will effectively alleviate the oracle downside and challenges close a scarcity of specifications once
verificatory, validating, and evaluating giant and complex software package systems.
Keywords: Software quality, verification, validation, quality assessment, oracle problem, lack of system
specification, metamorphic testing, user-orientedtestingsearchengine

I. INTRODUCTION

output, however instead checks the relationships

The goal of software engineering practices is to

among the inputs and outputs of multiple executions
of the program below take a look at. Such

develop top quality software. it's so crucial to develop
analysis strategies for varied kinds of software

relationships

qualities. Testing may be a wide used approach for

necessary

evaluating software package qualities and serving to

functionality: If an mr violation is detected, then a

developers to search out and take away software

fault is alleged to be unconcealed. MT has been
accustomed check the useful correctness of varied

faults.

the

bulk

of

software

package

testing

square

measure

referred

to

as

metamorphic relations (MRs), and square measure
properties

of

the

meant

program’s

techniques assume the supply of associate oracle, a
mechanism against that testers will verify the

applications and has additionally been applied to

correctness of the outcomes of action at law

additionally been rigorously studied. The present

executions. In some things, however, associate oracle

analysis

isn't accessible or is obtainable however is simply too

quantitative approach for software package quality

pricy to be used – a situationknown because the
oracle drawback, a elementary challenge for software

assessment, which has, however isn't restricted to,

testing.

correctness. we tend to applied our approach to

program proving and debugging. Its effectiveness has
extends

metamorphic

testing

into

a

the verification and validation of software package
alleviate the oracle drawback for the testing and

A metamorphic testing (MT) technique has been

quality assessment of (Web) search engines. Search

developed to alleviate the oracle drawback. in

engines are software systems designed to look for

contrast to standard testing strategies, MT doesn't
concentrate on the verification of every individual

info on the globe Wide net, and are the most
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interface through which individuals discover info on

MPSite belongs to the “No Missing Web Page” group

the net; net looking out is one amongst the foremost

of MRs, which assess the search engine’s Web page

common functionalities of the net, second solely to

retrieval capability. MPSite is focused on the search

email. As additional and additional services and

engine’s reliability when retrieving Web pages that

knowledge square measure being created accessible

contain an exact word or phrase. It therefore assesses

on the net, search engines have become increasingly

the keywordbased search feature. MPSite is described

vital. In today’s extremely competitive search market,
it's imperative that search engines offer the specified

as follows:

result in line with the queries entered. It is, however,

Let A be a source query for which the search engine

very troublesome to assess some key qualities of

returns a non-empty list of results (called the source

those search engines. as an example, as a result of the

response), namely, (p1; p2; : : : ; pn), where 0 < n and

sheer volume of information on the net, it's terribly
troublesome to verify or validate the correctness of
the software package systems or to judge the
accuracy and completeness of the search results. Also,
given the apparent subjectiveness of various judges,
objective assessment of search result relevancy and
ranking quality is extremely troublesome. This paper
addresses the on top of issues exploitation MT, and
consequentially demonstrates new dimensions of the

pi is a Web page from domain di,

. To

enhance accuracy and validity of our approach, in
MPSite

we

only
so

consider
that

we

situations
can

where

avoid

the

inaccuracy associated with large result sets (such as a
large list being truncated by the search engine to
improve response time). For the source response (p1;
p2; : : : ; pn), n follow-up queries are constructed as

utility of MT. A series of empirical studies are

follows: The ith follow-up query Bi (

conducted to check the software qualities of four

is constructed in such a way that Bi is identical to A

major

Google

except that Bi includes an additional criterion which

(www.google.com), Bing (www.bing.com), Chinese
Bing (Bing for Chinese users, www.bing.com.cn),

requires that all results be retrieved from domain di.
Let FRi (a follow-up response) be the list of Web

and

with

pages returned by the search engine for query Bi.

NetMarketshare , Google, Baidu, and Bing are the

The metamorphic relation MPSite requires that pi 2

three most popular search engines in the world.

Fri (note that there is no requirement on the ranking

search

Baidu

engines,

namely,

(www.baidu.com).

in

line

II. ALGORITHM
To apply MT to the automatic quality assessment of

)

of pi in FRi). For example, let us test Google by
issuing the following source query: "side effect of
antibiotics in babies" where the quotation marks are
part of the query.

search engines, without the need for an oracle or
human assessor, two groups of MRs were used: The

Metamorphic Relation: MPTitle

“No Missing Web Page” group assesses the search
engines’ capability in retrieving appropriate Web

For many search engines including those investigated
in the present paper, if the words are not enclosed by

pages to meet the users’ needs; and the “Consistent

double quotation marks, synonyms will be employed

Ranking” group assesses the ranking quality of the

automatically. For instance, Google specifies that

search results.

“Google employs synonyms automatically, so that it
finds pages that mention, for example, childcare for

Metamorphic Relation: MPSite

the query [ child care ] (with a space), or California
history for the query [ ca history ].” Synonyms are
employed because the search engines attempt to
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return Web pages that best meet users’ information

our approach is effective. The empirical results

needs. In other words, the search engines attempt to

demonstrate that our approach is useful for both

imitate the behavior of a human operator, to which

developers and users. Firstly, our approach can

end, correct understanding of the Web pages and of

effectively detect various kinds of failures. Secondly,

the user intent are key. To test a search engine’s

we found that the operational profiles have a

information retrieval capability in situations where

significant impact on the quality of search. For a

synonyms may be used for semantic search, a good
strategy is to construct a test query q that best

given search engine, its quality of search can be
significantly different for different query languages,

characterizes a target Web page p (the words in q

different types of query words, and different domains

may or may not directly appear in p). Furthermore, p

being searched. This finding provides a hint for the

must have been indexed in the search engine’s

developers to identify the strength and weakness of

database. The search engine can be tested on q. If p is

their systems, and is also useful for the users to

not retrieved, then the user’s perception of the
search quality will be poor. A research question is:

choose a suitable search engine or to better construct
their queries.

How can such q’s and p’s be identified in a fully
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